September 2016 Agenda/video timeline

00.00 - Intro
09.00 - Software Quality part 2, KLOC (Bugs per thousand lines of Code)
13.00 - Standard Action Lists
    - Overview of ‘locked’ default Action Lists
14.40 - Add ‘This page is intentionally blank’ to Empty Pages
    - Uses Select Empty Pages and Add Object (Text)
17.40 - Add Color Bars
    - Uses Add Copied Graphic and consists of two graphics that have been grabbed, a color and a grayscale bar.
    - The position of this is based on the Crop Box, and the initial test page did not have a Crop Box
19.45 - Add Confidential Stamp
    Uses Add Copied Graphic, and adds a different Stamp on odd and even pages
20.05 - Add Document Color Bar based on Trim Box
    - Tint value and number of patches can be defined, also options of whether to use CMYK and separations with 0% color.
    - Didn’t work initially as I was using an empty test page without color (Doh!)
22.40 - Add Document Creator
    - Uses Add Text as mentioned above
23.20 - Add Background
    Uses Add Copied Graphic to add an image in the background. The Action has the option of foreground or background.
23.35 - Add Grommets
    - Uses Add Copied Graphic to place and distribute grommets based on a defined area, can also define a safety zone that will be protected.
24.20 - Revisit Add Document Color Bar based on Trim Box
    - Successfully demo’d this time!
25.05 - Add Marks to Trim Box
    Add Trim Marks and Bleed Marks based on Page Boxes, Indesign or Quark Xpress style marks are available
27.08 - Add my Printer Marks and enlarge
    Adds Registration Marks, Trim Marks and a Color Bar and increases the Media Box to allow them to fit. Aslo a question about how to change the offset of the marks.
30.00 - Page Boxes
    Explanation of the 5 PDF Boxes, Media Box, Trim Box, Crop Box, Bleed Box,
Art Box and there usage.
- Question about changing the colors used to display the boxes, these are changed in the PitStop Preferences.
- Overview of Inspector options on Page Boxes, including Page Scaling.
- Defined values and Visual values in Inspector
- Manually dragging Page Boxes

37.20 How to change units (mm to inches for example)
- PitStop Preferences – Units and Guides

38.30 - Page Box related Actions
- Brief overview of some of the Actions available related to Page Boxes

43.45 - Q. How do I change the Page Scaling factor?
A: Currently you can't but we review the options for checking, removing or applying page scaling factors (user unit)

44.45 - Default Action Lists related to Page Boxes
- Splitting Double Page Spreads
Show the various Action Lists and options, these are based on page width so can be run on a document and only the wider pages will be split in half.

47.25 - Resizing Pages with Action Lists
Proportional and Disproportional discussed.

51.50 - Normalise Page Boxes Action
Will discuss in next session, ie I don't know off the top of my head

55.30 - Page Box options in the Preflight Profile
Quick overview of the possibilities

56.40 Q: About the 'Just make my Office PDF work' Preflight Profile
Q: About Color Mapping?

60.03 Q: About manually dragging Page Boxes?

61.30 Q: Has Add Copied Graphic been covered in a previous session?

62.30 Q: How to change Spot Color suffixes (goes into various other Spot color options as well).

END